Toilet Support Instructions
Models:
TCL-4210S, TCL-4310M, TCL-4410L (Lo-Back)
TCL-4610S, TCL-4710M, TCL-4810M, TCL-4910L (Hi-Back)
Thank you for Choosing Inspired by Drive
Your Inspired by Drive Toilet Support has been built to the highest standards of quality to ensure years of
superior service. Please take the time to read this informative instruction guide and pay particular attention
to the safety instructions provided.

Important Safety Instructions
When using your Toilet Support, basic safety precautions should always be followed to reduce the risk of
injury.
1. Read and understand all instructions.
2. Determine, with a physician or therapist, the suitability of this support for the intended user.
3. Users with limited physical capabilities should be supervised or assisted when using this product.
4. Regularly check that all locking knobs, buckles, and other parts are tight.
5. The toilet support should only be installed on toilet seats that have a separate bolt and nut that
goes through the toilet seat AND toilet support (see Figure 1). The toilet support should not be
used with a toilet seat that has the bolt encapsulated within the plastic portion of the toilet seat.

Save These Instructions
Installing your Toilet Support
Step 1: Remove your Toilet Seat
Remove your toilet seat from your toilet bowl. This is done by
unscrewing the nuts on the two bolts that hold your seat onto your
toilet bowl. If the bolts are rusted, you may need to use new nuts
and bolts when you replace your toilet seat. Do not install the toilet
support on a toilet seat that has the bolt encapsulated within the
plastic portion of the toilet seat.
(See Fig. 1)

Step 2: Mount the Base Plate
Set the base plate directly on your toilet bowl, as shown in Figure 1,
so the holes in the plate line up with those in your toilet bowl. Note:
you have a choice of using the front or rear pair of holes in the plate.
You may need to use the rear pair in order to clear the water tank on
your toilet. Otherwise you may use your choice of holes, to position
the support more forward or rearward, depending on the seat depth
that would be most comfortable for the user of the support.
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Replace your toilet seat, on top of the base plate, so the two bolts you removed in Step 1 go through the
holes in the plate as well as into the holes in your toilet bowl. Tighten the nuts firmly on the two bolts.

Step 3: Attach the Support Back
For use, slide the support back over the two upright posts on the base plate. When the back height is where
you would like it, tighten the plastic locking knobs. To open the safety buckle, squeeze the top and bottom
tabs together.
When not in use, remove the support back by loosening the plastic locking knobs and sliding the back off the
posts.

Cleaning Your Toilet Support
Scouring powders (Ajax, Comet, etc.) are recommended for cleaning the chrome and metal post of your
support. Cleaning sprays and liquids are best for cleaning the plastic back. Always keep the chrome parts
dry to prevent deterioration of the finish.

Recommended Accessories
Padded Toilet Seat Reducer Ring
Models TZ-A4960S, TZ-A4965XS
If you have a slender or young child who may require extended toileting time, our Padded Toilet Seat
Reducer Ring offers comfort and non-slip security. The padded reducer has a large abductor/splashguard
that is padded and removable. The padded reducer fits any toilet size. There are two sizes available: Model
#4960, which has a small hole size (7” x 8”) for young, slender children, and Model #4965, which has an
extra-small hole size (5” x 6”) for toddler age children.

Inspired by Drive warrants this product to be free of defects in material and workmanship. Our obligation under
this warranty is limited to repair or replacement of any part or entire unit at our option for a period of one year
from date of delivery to the original purchaser.
The warranty does not include cost of inconvenience, property damage, misuse, abuse, accident or similar
incidents. The warranty will not apply if product has been tampered with or repaired by unauthorized
individuals. This warranty gives you specific rights which vary from state to state.
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